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1. Introduction 
In 1922, S. Banach [5] proved a fixed point theorem for contraction mapping in complete 
metric space. In 1986, S. G. Matthews [13] initiated the concept of dislocated metric space 
under the name of metric domains. In 1994, S. Abramski and A. Jung [2] presented some 
facts about dislocated metric in the context of domain theory. In 2000, P. Hitzler and A. K. 
Seda [4] generalized the celebrated Banach contraction principle in complete dislocated 
metric space. In 2003, Kirk et.al. [12] introduced the notion of cyclic contraction and 
established fixed point results for such contractions. Since then many authors proved fixed 
point results in cyclic contraction mappings of metric space. In 2013, M.A. Ahmed et.al [3] 
introduced the notion of generalized types of dislocated metric space so called left and 
right dislocated metric spaces. The purpose of this paper is to establish fixed point 
theorems in cyclic contractions of left and right dislocated metric spaces. 

 
2. Preliminaries 
We Start with the following definitions, lemmas and theorems.  

 
Definition 1. [15] Let X be a set. A distance on X is a map )[0,: ∞→× XXd . A pair (X, 
d ) is called a distance space,if d satisfies the following conditions   
DM1:  if d(x, y) = d(y,x) = 0 then x= y. 
DM2: d(x, y) = d(y, x) 
DM3: ),(),(),( yzdzxdyxd +≤ for all Xzyx ∈,,  then it is called dislocated 
metric(or simply d-metric)on X. It is obvious that if d satisfies  DM1 - DM3 and 
DM4: d(x, x) = 0 for all Xx ∈  then d is a metric on X.  
 
Definition 2. [3] A distance function d is called left dislocated metric(or ld-metric) if it 
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satisfies  DM1 and the condition, 
(LD) Xzyxyzdxzdyxd ∈∀+≤ ,,),(),(),( . 

 
Definition 3. [3] A distance function d is called right dislocated metric(or rd-metric) if it 
satisfies  DM1 and the condition, 
(RD) Xzyxzydzxdyxd ∈∀+≤ ,,),(),(),( . 
 
It is clear that any d-meric space is ld-metric and rd-metric but the converse may not be 
true.  
 
Definition 4. [3] A sequence Xxn ⊆}{  is ld-convergent iff there exists a point Xx ∈  

such that 0=),( xxdlim nn ∞→ . In this case, x is said to be ld-limit of .}{ nx  
 
Definition 5. [3] A sequence }{ nx  in ld -metric space (X , d) is called Cauchy sequence if 

for given 0>ε , there corresponds ,0 Nn ∈  such that for all 0, nnm � , we have 

ε<),( nm xxd .  

 
Definition 6. [3] A ld-metric space (X, d) is called complete if every Cauchy sequence in it 
is a ld- convergent.  
 
We state the following lemmas without proof.  
 
Lemma 1. [3] Every subsequence of ld-convergent sequence to a point 0x  is 

ld-convergent to 0x . 

Definition 7. [3] Let(X, d)be a ld-metric space. A map XXf →:  is called contraction 

if there exists 1<0 λ≤  such that d(fx, fy) ≤ λ  d(x, y).  
 
Lemma 2. [3] Let (X, d) be a ld-metric space. If f :X →  X is a contraction function, then 

)}({ 0xf n  is a Cauchy sequence for each .0 Xx ∈  

 
Lemma 3. [3] ld-limits in a ld-metric space are unique.  
 
Definition 8. [3] Let (X, d) be a ld-metric space. If f :X →  X is a contraction function, 
then f isld-continuous. 
 
Similarly, we can have definitions for rd-metric space also. For detail, please do refer [3].  
 
Definition 9. [12] Let A and B be non empty subsets of a metric space (X, d). A map 

BABAf ∪→∪:  is called a cyclic map iff BAf ⊆)(  and .)( ABf ⊆  
 
Definition 10. [12] Let A and B be non empty subsets of a metric space (X, d). A map 
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BABAf ∪→∪:  is called a cyclic contraction if there exists [0,1)∈k  such that 

),(),( yxkdfyfxd ≤  for all Ax ∈  and .By ∈  
 

3. Main results 
Definition 11. Let A and B be non empty closed  subsets of a ld-metric space (X, d). A map 

BABAf ∪→∪:  is called a ld-cyclic contraction if there exists )
2

1
[0,∈k  such that 

),(),( yxkdfyfxd ≤  for all Ax ∈  and .By ∈  
 

Theorem 1. Let (X, d) be complete ld-metric space. Let A and B be two non empty closed 
subsets of X and BABAf ∪→∪:  be a ld-cyclic contraction in X, then T has a unique 

fixed point in .BA∩  
 

Proof: Let }{ 2 xf n  be a sequence in A  and }{ 12 xf n−  be a sequence in B .Fix .Ax∈  

By above definition there exists )
2

1
[0,∈k  such that  

),(),( 11 xfxfdkxfxfd nnnn −+ ≤ ),( 212 xfxfdk nn −−≤ ),(... xfxdk n≤≤  
 

Now for any integer }0{∪∈Nr , by LD property we have,  

 ),(),(),( 11 xfxfdxfxfdxfxfd rnnnnrnn ++++ +≤  

 ),(),(),( 2121 xfxfdxfxfdxfxfd rnnnnnn +++++ ++≤  

 ),(),(),( 121 xfxfdxfxfdxfxfd rnrnnnnn +++++ +++≤ …  

 ),(),()( 11 xxdkxfxdkkk rnrnnn +−++ +++≤ …  

 ),(),(
1

xxdkxfxd
k

k rn
n

++
−

≤  

 Now taking limit as ∞→n  the right hand expression tend to 0. 
Similarly, 

 ),(),(
1

),( xxdkfxxd
k

k
xfxfd rn

n
nrn ++ +

−
≤  

 the right hand expression tend to 0 as ∞→n . Hence }{ xf n  is a Cauchy sequence. 

Since ),( dX  is complete, so }{ xf n  converges to some point Xz ∈ . Since, }{ 2 xf n  

is a sequence in A  and }{ 12 xf n−  is a sequence in B , so BAz ∩∈ . 
 
We claim that .= zfz  

)lim,(=),( 12 xffzdzfzd n

n

−

∞→
)lim,( 22 xfzdk n

n

−

∞→
≤ 0≤  

 

Again, ),lim(=),( 2 fzxfdfzzd n

n ∞→
),lim( 12 zxfdk n

n

−

∞→
≤ 0≤  
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Hence, zfz = . 
 
Uniqueness: Let u  and v  be two fixed points of f . Then, 

0=),(),(),(=),( vudvudkfvfudvud ⇒≤  

 Similarly, 0=),(),(),(=),( uvduvdkfufvduvd ⇒≤  

Thus, 0=),(=),( uvdvud . Hence vu = . This completes the proof of the theorem.  
 
Example 1. Let R=X . Let |}||,{|max=),( yxyxd  for all Xyx ∈, . 

Let 1,0][= −A  and [0,1]=B  and define BABAf ∪→∪:  by  

 










∈−

−∈−

[0,1]for
5

1,0][for
3=)( 2

x
x

x
x

xf  

 Now,  

}|
5

|,|
3

|{max=),(
2yx

fyfxd
−−

}
5

,
3

{max=
2yx−

}
3

,
3

{max
yx−≤ },{max

3

1
= yx−

),(
3

1
= yxd  

 Here, x = 0 is the unique fixed point. 
 

Now we prove a fixed point theorem for ld- metric space.  
 
Definition 12. Let A and B be non empty closed subsets of a ld-metric space ),( dX . We 

say that a cyclic mapping BABAf ∪→∪:  is Kannan type ld-cyclic contraction if 

there exists )
2

1
[0,∈λ  such that )],(),([),( fyydfxxdfyfxd +≤ λ  for all Ax∈  

and By ∈ .  
 

Theorem 2. Let (X, d) be complete ld- metric space. A and B be non empty closed subsets 
of X and BABAf ∪→∪:  be continuous mapping satisfying Kannan type ld-cyclic 

contraction in X. Then, f has a unique fixed point in BA ∩  
 

Proof: Let }{ 12 xf n−  be a sequence in A  and }{ 2 xf n  be a sequence in B  . Fix 

.Ax∈  By above definition there exists )
2

1
[0,∈λ  such that  

 ),(),([),( 22 xffxdfxxdxffxd +≤ λ  

or, ),(),()(1 2 fxxdxffxd λλ ≤−  

 ),(
1

),( 2 fxxdxffxd
λ

λ
−

≤  
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Put 1
1

= <
− λ
λ

k , then ),(),( 2 fxxkdxffxd ≤ . 

By induction,  

 ).,(),( 1 fxxdkxfxfd nnn ≤+  
 More generally for nm >  we have,  

),(...),(),(),( 1121 xfxfdxfxfdxfxfdxfxfd nnmmmmnm −−−− +++≤  

 ),()...( 121 fxxdkkk nmm −−− +++≤  

 ),()...(1= 21 fxxdkkkk nmn −− ++++  

 since, 1<k , So as ∞→nm,  we have 0)...(1 21 →++++ −− nmn kkkk . Hence, 

0),( →xfxfd nm . Similarly 0),( →xfxfd mn . 

So }{ xf n  is a Cauchy sequence. Since ),( dX  is complete, so }{ xf n  converges to 

some Xz ∈ . Note that }{ 2 xf n  is a sequence in A  and }{ 12 xf n−  is a sequence in B  
therefore, BAz ∩∈ . 

 

Since f is continuous, so  zxfxffzf n

n

n

n
=}{lim=}){lim(=)( 1+

∞→∞→
 

Uniqueness: Let u  and v  be two fixed points of f . Let u be a fixed, then 

)],(),([),(=),( fuudfuudkfufuduud +≤ ),(2 uudk≤  

 a contradiction, so 0=),( uud . Similarly we show that 0.=),( vvd  Now,  

 )],(),([),(=),( vvduudkfvfudvud +≤  

 which implies 0),( ≤vud . But 0),( ≥vud . Hence 0=),( vud . 

Similarly we show that 0=),( uvd .Hence, vu = . This completes the proof.  
Again for right dislocated metric space we have the following definitions and theorems. 
One can follow the similar process to prove the theorems. 

 
Definition 13. Let A and B be non empty closed subsets of a rd-metric space (X, d). A map

BABAf ∪→∪:  is called a rd-cyclic contraction if there exists )
2

1
[0,∈k  such that 

),(),( yxkdfyfxd ≤  for all Ax ∈  and .By ∈  
 
Theorem 3. Let ),( dX  be complete rd-metric space. Let A and B be two non empty 

closed subsets of X and BABAf ∪→∪:  be a rd-cyclic contraction in X, then T has a 

unique fixed point in .BA∩  
 
Definition 14. Let A and B be non empty closed subsets of a rd-metric space ),( dX . We 

say that a cyclic mapping BABAf ∪→∪:  is Kannan type rd-cyclic contraction if 

there exists )
2

1
[0,∈k  such that )],(),([),( fyydfxxdkfyfxd +≤  for all Ax ∈  and 
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By ∈ .  
Theorem 4. Let (X, d) be complete rd- metric space. A and B be non empty closed subsets 
of X and BABAf ∪→∪:  be continuous mapping satisfying Kannan type rd-cyclic 

contraction in X. Then, f has a unique fixed point in .BA∩  
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